How To...
Set Up Compliance Checking Criteria
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Scope
This guide is designed to take the user through the process of setting up the Key for checking cases.
This is done on two levels: the advisor and the product. As this forms part of the setup for the Key,
changes must be made by user(s) with appropriate permissions. This document assumes that the
reader is comfortable with adding and amending user profiles on the Key.
If you are not familiar with the process for creating and configuring new user profiles within the Key,
or you wish to learn more about user profiles on the Key, please read the ‘How to Setup User
Profiles Within The Key’.

Setting System Wide (Global) Criteria
There are a number of items that are used to determine global checking settings, such as when a
case is identified for checking.
To set the global checking parameters:
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On the left panel navigate to Setup>Compliance

Figure 1: Accessing Compliance Settings



The lower portion of the ‘Compliance Setup’ screen can be used to configure the global
compliance checking settings.

Figure 2: Global Compliance Settings

To aid description of the different configuration options contained within the lower portion of the
‘Compliance Setup’ screen an enlarged screen capture cropped to show the only the lower portion of
the ‘Compliance Setup’ screen is below.
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Figure 3: Global Settings Detail










Select whether a case is to be marked for checking upon ‘Application’ , ‘Completion’ or ‘Offered’
using the appropriate selection list drop down option:
o Application will trigger the compliance check when an application date is entered for a
product.
o Completion with trigger the compliance check when the product has completed and been
closed.
o Offered will trigger the compliance check when an offered date has been entered for a
product.
Enter a score into ‘Mark product for checking where score equals or exceeds’
o If the total score of the risk types exceed the threshold amount entered here then the product
will be triggered for compliance checking.
o The individual values that are totalled for comparison to the threshold are detailed below
under ‘Setting Up Case Checking At Product Level’
Place a tick next to ‘Create task to compliance officer for all cases to be checked’ (if required)
o In this case, a new task will be created for the compliance officer associated with the advisor
responsible for the product sale, informing that there is a case requiring checking.
Place a tick next to ‘Include insurance in random product checks’ (if required)
Enter a Start Date for compliance checks.
o Only items with a date after that entered here will be marked for checking. This enables
existing business to be checked through previous compliance systems if necessary.

Setting Up Case Checking At Advisor Level


On the left hand panel navigate to Setup>Users
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Figure 4: User Menu




Either create a new user, or open an existing user
Within the user details screen click on the ‘Roles’ tab

Figure 5: User File Check Settings
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Compliance checking criteria contained within the ‘Roles’ tab
 File Check Mortgage %:
o Set the default % of mortgage cases to be checked for this user
 File Check Insurance %:
o Set the default % of insurance cases to be checked for this user
 Check the next:
o Enter a figure here to determine how many of that user’s subsequent cases will be checked
under all circumstances
o This number will automatically reduce each time a case is checked
o This can apply to just mortgage, just insurance, or mortgage and insurance cases
Navigate to the ‘Restrictions’ tab.

Figure 6: User Restrictions Tab

Compliance User Access Restrictions contained within the ‘Restrictions’ tab
 User is a compliance officer
o This will allow access to the Admin>Compliance screen for case checking
o This will enable the user to be displayed in the Compliance Officer dropdown within the Setup
> User Details > Roles tab
o With only this option selected, compliance setup settings cannot be accessed
 Edit Compliance Setup
o This will allow access to the Admin>Compliance screen for case checking
o This will also allow access to the Compliance Setup area
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Setting Up Case Checking At Product Level
In order to identify which high risk cases should be checked, a series of tick boxes are available. In
some cases, these are associated with a figure to be determined by the end user to reflect their own
priorities. For example, the actual amount used to determine a high commission case is user
defined. Similarly, although by default all high-risk indicators are marked to trigger a case for
compliance checking, a user can override this depending upon their own business requirements.

Product High Risk Parameters
The high-risk parameters are recorded from the Setup>Compliance screen shown below.
Note: Only users with the access restriction ‘Edit Compliance Setup’ set within in their Key user profile
can access this area.

Figure 7: Product Risk Parameters








If not already selected, click on the ‘Risk Types’ tab
Select the branch the risk types will be applied to
Note: If a user has the permission of ‘User can only view their own Branch work’ set within their
user profile, the Key will not allow selection of a branch different to the user’s own branch.
Place a tick (or ensure a tick is present) next to each high risk indicator that should trigger a product
for checking
Select a score for each risk type (the default is set to 10). Scores can range from 0 to a maximum
of 99
Repeat process for both mortgage and insurance high risk business indicators (if required)

Each case is assessed against the criteria listed, and a score applied. If the case achieves a score that
exceeds the threshold, it is automatically marked for checking.
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Mortgage Scoring
This section allows different banding ranges for specific high-risk elements that can have a different
score applied for each band range (currently LTV, Case Commission and loan amount). Each element
may have multiple entries to reflect varying risks, e.g. LTV 10% to 40% scores 70 whilst 40% to 80%
scores 80.
To access the scoring screen, select Setup>Compliance, and then the ‘Mortgage Sourcing’ tab.

Figure 8: Mortgage Scoring



Click on Add to setup a new banding and select which risk type you would like to setup

Figure 9: Adding a Banding



Enter greater than and less than or equals to information and a score and select OK

Figure 10: Banding Detail
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Repeat process for the different ranges to be applied

Compliance Prompts
This area allows for the selling of PPI products to be controlled via the setup area. To avoid affecting
existing sale processes, the alerts will not be turned on by default.

Figure 11: Compliance Prompts



Tick the option ‘Activate insurance selling 7 day restriction’. This will ensure that whenever a
policy of a type identified within the associated setup area has an application date recorded,
a prompt will be displayed to warn if this is within 7 days of the mortgage offer date (if one is
present) or the illustration date.



Select the desired ‘Insurance product types’ for this prompt to apply to by placing a tick
besides the relevant options. Note the prompt is for information purposes only and will not
prevent further action.



Finally, the warning message that is displayed as a prompt to the user can also be configured
by changing the default text as shown on the screen.

Compliance Check Results
The Key can record a simple result of a compliance check against a product record. The results
available can be configured to meet the requirements of the particular firm within the Setup area.

Setting the Compliance Check Results
The compliance results are managed in the Setup>General>Lists area of the Key, selecting
‘Compliance Check Results’ from the dropdown. The example below shows the screen with some
sample results options already added.
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Figure 12: Compliance Check Results Options

The ‘Add’, ‘Edit’ and ‘Delete’ buttons at the bottom of this screen allow individual items to be
managed.

Figure 13: Compliance Check Result Detail

For each entry, the value will be the option available when recording the check result, the notes are
to provide additional information, and the display order controls the order that the result options
will appear in the dropdown.

Recording the Compliance Check Result
The result is recorded in each individual Product Details record, within the ‘Compliance’ tab.
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Figure 14: Recording the Compliance Check Result

Financial Sanctions
The Key client bank can be cross-referenced against a list of individuals subject to financial sanctions
according to HM Treasury.

Downloading the Sanctions List
The sanctions list is maintained by HM Treasury and can be downloaded in a number of formats. To
simplify the process the Key has an ‘Update’ function that will automatically download the latest
version of the Financial Sanctions list from HMT.
The Financial Sanctions tab can be accessed through Setup>Compliance>Financial Sanctions.

Figure 15: Financial Sanctions Check Results
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To update the Key's financial sanctions list to the current list of individuals subject to financial
sanctions according to HM Treasury click the 'Update' button. Please note that the financial
sanctions list import process may take some time to complete. During the import process an
onscreen message will confirm that the import is taking place and once completed an import
complete confirmation message will be displayed.

Checking the Client Bank
After downloading the Financial Sanctions list, the Key client bank can be cross-referenced against
the Financial Sanctions list. Any potential matches will appear on screen for further investigation.
The checking process compares a variety of data, including the client’s first name and surname and
date of birth against the varying data in the sanctions list. To initiate the checking process, click on
the ‘Search’ button in the Financial Sanctions screen.

Figure 16: Searching Financial Sanctions

Any potential matches against the sanctions list will appear on screen. Each match made will be
listed, and therefore it is possible for a single client to appear multiple times; in the example above
the single client appears twice due to a match of their surname (Name6 on the sanctions list), and
their first name (Name1 and Name3). Note that a lowest common denominator will be used based
on the surname – a surname and first name will be flagged even if the date of birth is different (as
date of birth is often missing from the sanctions list), and similarly a surname and date of birth
match will be reported even if the first name is different. A review of the sanctions list from the HM
Treasury website will show a number of individuals with the same surname and date of birth, but
different first names, and the checking routine used in the Key is designed to mitigate this.

Verifying Potentially False Financial Sanctions List Matches
Due to the imprecise information provided in the HM Treasury Financial Sanctions list, for example,
the presence of very common first names and surnames, it is quite possible that a match indicated
on the Financial Sanctions tab does not relate to the entry on the HM Treasury Financial Sanctions
list.
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To confirm the full detail held on the HM Treasury Financial Sanctions list, click on the ‘More Info’
button. This will open a window with the full detail of the data on the HM Treasury Financial
Sanctions list.

Figure 17: More Information on Financial Sanctions Match

Figure 18: HMT Additional Information

The process of cross referencing the information within the 'Financial Sanctions Data' screen against
that which is listed within the 'Financial Sanctions List' and will determine if the client has been
matched as a ‘false positive’, or is indeed an individual subject to Financial Sanctions according to
HM Treasury.
In order to confirm that the potential match has been identified, investigated and checked:
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1. Navigate back to the Financial Sanctions List located in Setup>Compliance>Financial Sanctions
2. Click on the ‘Verify’ button

Figure 19: Verifying a False Positive

The Verify Sanctions Match screen allows the user to confirm that the client has been verified as not
being the individual on the sanctions list. To verify that an individual is not present on the Sanctions
List tick the ‘Verified’ checkbox and, if required, input some text within text box to confirm the
actions taken to verify that the individual was not present on the Sanctions List.

Figure 20: Confirming a False Positive

Click on the ‘Save’ button to update the record.
Once verified the client will not appear the next time a sanctions list check is run.

Viewing and Amending ‘Verified’ Clients
In order to show which clients have been verified, enable the checkbox next to ‘Show verified
clients’. The Financial Sanctions list will now also display verified clients, including the reason for
their verification.
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Figure 21: Showing/Hiding Verified Clients

To amend the verified status of a client, click on the ‘Verify’ button. This will allow for the verified
reason to be amended, or for the verified status to be removed.

Reviewing Sanctions List Activity
All actions undertaken within the Financial Sanctions tab are recorded in an audit log. This is
accessed via the ‘Audit’ button on the 'Financial Sanctions' tab.

Figure 22: Accessing the Financial Sanctions Audit

The audit list will detail the time/date and user associated with updating the sanctions list, running a
check on the sanctions list or and verifying clients on the sanctions list.
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Figure 23: Audit Detail

If required the audit list can be exported to Microsoft Excel for printing by clicking the 'Print List'
button.
END
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